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ABSTRACT

Hume's project aimed at the discovery of the principies of hu-
man nature, and among these the most important in mast re-
spects is not association of 'ciais, but the one he calls "custom or
habil " But what is the real nature of Hume's principie ? It
would be philosophically nctive to decide that Hume's concept of
habit simply reproduces the dominant conception In the latter
the main eiement is time, and the possibility of habit depending
only on repetition is absent in the traditton, from Arzstotle to
Berkeley When Hume proposes to expiam causal inference by
habit, he uses this word as tantamount to the old principie of
induction by =pie enumeratton, which may depend only on
repetition, the element of time being reduced to the strict mini
mum necessary for the repetition to occur Hurne's principie of
causal knowledge is really a new principie, not the old "psycho
logical" tendency called custam ar habit, and his attempt tacitly
was to change the very essence of the concept envolved

Hume explamed causal reasonmg by a principie of human
nature which he carefully distinguished from the classical
principie called "reason " To the latter he reserved a re-
stricted role, as a principie governing oniy one kind of rea-
soning, the deductive or "demonstrative" kmd and no
other His main argument agamst explanation of causal
mference by reason was that this type of inference de-
pended on repetition, and that the faculty known by the
name of "reason" suffered from what we may call an "msen-
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suiveness to repention," that it, an mdifference to repeated
expenments In total contrast with this, the principie fa-
voured by our philosopher, for which he proposed the
names of "custom or habit," was conceived as a human dis-
position charactenzed by its sensitiveness to repeti:non, and
was thus to be considered as a suitable principie of explana-
non for reasonings denved from repeated experien.ces i

Ali relevant names employed by our philosopher are
common words In ordinary usage, in obedience to the
norm he always follows, of avoiding, as much as possible,
ali rec.ourse to philosophical "jargon " z He used the term
"reason" as he found it in common usage, and when he
proposed to replace reason by habit, as the true principie of
causal inference, he gave no mdication that he was using
that second term, "habit," in any other way But should it
be sansfactory for us to uncritically accept these names,
"reason" on the one hand, and "habit" or "custom" on the
other, for their face value ? 1 believe there is something else
to be con.sidered, and that, to Identity it, we must pay at-
tention to the concepts behmd those names

What was Hume's concept of reason ? It could only be
that of his contemporanes, the concept of the human ca-
pacity of reasoning which today, at least in the continental
tradition, sun is usually called "classical" reason Many are
those, of course, who contrast that kmd of reason with
"historical" reason, but on another levei of reflection
Maybe it would not be too controversial to posa that das-
sical reason w as mamly the power of deductive reasonmg,
that is, the kind of reason to which Hume attnbuted ali
knowledge of "relations of ideas," in the first text men-
tioned above I think that our philosopher, if he indeed has
restncted reason to the hmits of a deductive capacity, did
not entirely redefine that facultv, or try to produce a new
concept of reason He only dethroned dassical reason, rob-
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bing it of its sovereign position in philosophy, which was
not a minor feat—but he never suggested any deep change
in the concept of that deductive power itself

So that a first Humean thesis was that classical reason,
as deductive reason, was only capable of deduction—the
redundancy bemg only apparent, because even those who
cnticised enumerative induction did n.ever for a moment, I
am sure, doubt that this kmd of mference was derived from
human reason Only with Hume did a become clear that
classical reason was nothing but a deductive capacity, not
somethmg else as well The Humean humblmg of classical
reason was not a step towards irrationalism, it was simply
the identificanon of the limas of that faculty and of as
proper place in the general scheme of human cognaion
Hume's criticai philosophy was mainly cntical of the too
large role reserved to reason by the philosophical tradition,
but here it is important to insist that his concept of that
faculty was no different from that of his main contempo-
ranes and predecessors

Let us now compare this with the case of "custom or
habit " These terms were occasionally employed by other
philosophers, in some of the usual senses they had in ordi-
nary language For Locke, the "idea" of habit is that of
"power or ability in man of domg any thmg, when it has
been acquired by frequent (sic) domg the same thmg "3
Contrast this with Hume's concept of custom or habit as
consisting in, more than simply a capacity, an actual pro-
pensity to do somethmg that has already been repeatedly
done "wherever the repention of any particular act or op-
eration produces a propensity to renew the same act or op-
eration ( ) we always say, that this propensity is the effect
of custom "4

Locke and Hume have each looked at one aspect of the
same disposition—there is here no important difference be-
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tween "custom" and "habit"—the first philosopher empha-
sising the capacity or ability and the second the propensity
or tendency (or "instinct," EHU, V, ii, 55), but this is not
the most significant difference between them In the first
case the accent is on frequency, In the second it is on repeti-
tton But is rt not the same? Well, yes and no, depending on
the context and the perspective—and it so happens that in
the present case there is a philosophical difference that is of
some consequence, in the fact that Hume's concept of his
principie includes, and par excellence, those cases where only
repention is relevant, and not repention in time, as is pat-
ently the case in Locke's text and, I submit, in ali uses of
the terms "custom or haba" before Hume

Consider his main examples of the operation of his prin-
cipie of custom or habit the shock of two billiard balis, a
stone raised in the air and then failing, the succession of
fiame and heat, or of snow and cold,5 and other "constam
conjuncnons " In ali these cases, only repention is necessary
for the operation of Hume's principie I do not mean that
our philosopher was or should have been aware of this,
only that the concept he had of his own principie was that
of a usensitivity" of human nature to observatton of re-
peated conjunctions, not a sensitivity to expenence in time
as such Of course, no expenence is possible except in time,
any length of time But in some cases the passage of time is
the relevant element, in other cases the only relevant ele-
ments is repention And in Hume only the second counts,
m giving meanmg to his celebrated principie

What is our philosopher really talking about here ? He is
talking about a disposition we ali have, the disposition to
derive, from repeated concomitance of two ob jects m our
expenence, the prediction of the same conjunction in future
expenences of them If I throw a dice fifty times in a row
and in ali those cases the result is an even number, 1 un-
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hesitatingly conclude that the same object shall always be-
have in the same way, and I shall expect the next throw,
perhaps ali future throws of the same dice, to give me an
even number Now, is this an effect of habit ? David Hume
would simply have to answer that it really is But many
people, perhaps including Locke, would give a negative
answer, mdependently of their acceptance or non acceptance
of Hume's theory of causal inference by repention

It would be, and of course still is, possible and legitimate
to accept Hume's theory that causal inference and belief
derive from expenence of repeated conjunctions, as well as
Hume's denial that this could ever be denved from reason
(if we conceive of this faculty as a deductive capacity, and
this capacity as insensitive to repetition) and at the same
time reject Hume's denvation of causal inference and belief
from custom or habil Let us see in what terms Hume ar-
gues against the explanation of our inferences from repeti:-
non by reason "Reason is incapable of any such vanation
The conclusions which it draws from considering one circie
are the same which it would form upon surveying ali the
circles in the universe" (p 43) This "incapacity of varia-
non" or, as I have been suggesting, "msensitiveness" of rea-
son to repetition, is the final Humean argument for elirm-
nation of deductive reason as a true principie of causal in-
ference The concept of reason he worked with—the living
concept of reason in his own nme—was not adequate to
account for any process in which repention was an essential
feature

Now, in Hume's concept of his own principie of causal
inference we may find a comparable "insensitiveness"—a
complete inclifference to the action of time In the process he
pretends to investigate with the help of that principie In
causal expenence as he presents rt, regardless of whether he
was or was not aware of this, repention is the only relevant
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factor in our example of the dice, but also in his examples
of impulse and motion or of throwing and falling, or flame
followed by heat or snow followed by cold, only repennon
counts, not the passage of time The decisive element is the
number of repetitions—no one knows how much, but eve-
ryone knows there is a hmtt—not the duration of each ex-
periment A dice showing even numbers fifty times in fifty
seconds, or fixe followed by heat fifty times in fifty minutes,
are sufficient expenences for causal inference, as much as
fifty times in fifty hours or, per absurdum, learning some-
thing In fifty years, with observation of the same conjunc-
non of phenomena once a year f But more absurd, I believe,
would be to insist that Humels principie of induction has
mtrmszcally anything to do with time going by—more than
In the obvious necessity of time for any kind of repeated
experience

Is this what we understand by custom or habit7 Well,
certainly is not what I understand by those terms My con-
cept of habit is, I believe, the common concept the concept
of a disposition to acquire capacities or tendencies by the
action of time on our bodies, or on our minds, or on both
I also believe that this was the common concept in Hume's
time, and also that during that time, or before, the concept
of custom or habit never involved processes exclusively de-
nved from repention, without the influence of time Habit
was and is sensitiveness to the influence of time—even
without repetition if I spend several days somewhere under
constant heat, or constant cold, with no interruptions and
thence no real repention, I become used or accustomed to
heat or cold at least as much as if I expenence those tem-
peratures at intervals, that is, if I repeatedly experience
them In our ordinary concept of the influence of custom,
repention is expendable, whereas time is the really
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pensable feature that allows us to talk about the action of
habit

The prevailing concept of habil, in Hume's time or at
present, commonly comprehends both an element of time
and an element of repention In his theory of language
learning, Berkeley already noted that "there must be time
and expenence by repeated acts, to acqutre a habit of
knowing the connexion between the signs and thmgs signi-
fied "6 In Berkeley's Treatise, the important element seems
to be time "(it is) difficult ( ) to dissolve a union so early
begun, and confirmed by so long a habit as that betwixt
words and ideas "7 But Berkeley obviously never enter-
tamed any notion of a kind of habit who might possibly
depend solely on repeti-non, regardless of the amount of
time elapsed in the process

What did Hume really do, concernmg the concept of
habil, when he presented his theory about the ongm of
causal inference and behef7 I believe we may safely suggest
that he expanded, or tned to expand, the concept of custom
or habit He proposed to 'his readers that something must
be accepted as a leginmate example of the influence of habit
merely because it derives from repeti-non, as he so clearly
states in p 43 of the Enquiry (note 5 above) This amounts
to tacitly proposing an expanded concept of habit, as the
disposinon to be influenced by time, or repention, or both
The second of these three possibilities bemg, of course, en-
tirely new in that concept

To my knowledge, the concept of habit has never
changed since Hume's time Repetition still is for everyone
a plausible factor in an habitual process only when time is
also involved—that someone might really become accus-
tomed to anythmg in fifty seconds is simply preposterous I
suppose it is possible to become addicted to a drug In a few
seconds, but even if that is really possible no one will say
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that someone became accustomed to the drug, or that the
addiction really was an effect of haba, people will say rt was
something else in some cases, simply drug dependence,
never habit properly so called, and custorn, perhaps, even
less

This may even be a negative factor among Hume's read-
ers, as an obstacie to acceptance of the reasonableness of bis
theory of induction Perhaps some people "feel" that what
happens to them when they learn something, even when
they learn a from repeated experience, does not depend on
the amount on time spent In the process, rt thus becommg
implausible that is really depends on haba I know that
there were special people, like Bertrand Russell, who
adopted some version of that theory In his Outhne of Pht-
losophy there is a chapter on "Inference as a Haba "8 But
what Russell meant by "haba" here had to do with bodily
reactions and conditioned reflexes, Hume bemg mentioned
only as the author of sceptical arguments about induction,
with no direct reference to his concept of custom or haba
(pp 83-4) Nowhere have I found trace of anyone showing
an equivocai belief that habit is to be conceived independ-
en.tly of the time factor

Another important feature of Hume's principie of causal
inference is that its effects on the human mind are unavoul-
able, and this could ne ver have been dreamed in any case of
"tradaional" haba The Enquiry is quite unequivocal about
a this "instinct or mechanical tendency" is "infallible in as
operations " Causal behef is a "necessary result" of observa-
tion of constant conjunctions, "it is an operation of the
soul, when we are so sauated, as unavoidable as to feel the
passion of love, when we receive benefits, or hatred, when
we meet with injuries" (EHU V, ri, p 55) We are far from
the realm of true custom or haba, where, as we know, the
most we have are inchnattons to certain courses of action or
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thought, but never to the point of anyone being completely
unable to avoid them So that there is something eise, be-
sides independence from time, that Hume's theory would
impliatly be trymg to add to the common concept of habit
the possibility, in some cases, of forceful and really unavoid-
able consequences of that principie

The concept of habil we wouid have, were it not for
Hume's suggestions—or that we really have, if we ignore
those suggestions—corresponds In part to Hume's own
characterisation of a quite different mechanism, the ceie-
brated association of ideas, as "a gentle force, which com-
monly prevails" (THN I, 1, 4, p 10) According to Hume,
assocation of ideas is another very important principie of
human nature, but this "principie of connexion" only
causes our ideas to "introduce each other with a certam de-
gree of method and regularity" (EHU III, p 23, emphasis
mine) Nothing here is really unavoidable The Treatise is
entirely explica about a this principie "is not to be consid-
ered as an inseparable connexion" (ib2) This strongly con-
trasts with Hume's "infailible" principie of mduction—and
not, curiously enough, with habit as rt was and is generally
considered by other people, philosophers or not In folk
wisdom we have a ciear /Á:1w of the "force of habit," and
even, at least smce Anstotle, of habil as "a second nature,"
but nothing there can be compared with the force of
Hume's principie in the formation of causal inferences and
beliefs Had he recognised the existence of the common
concept of habit, as distinct from his own, he would proba-
bly have regarded its force as comparatwely insignificant,
just like he clid in the case of association of ideas

But the fact remains that he did not recognise that inde-
pendent concept, and his Enquiry insists that "custom" and
"habit" are the proper names of the principie of inference
that takes the traditional place of reason in his philosophy
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Now, why did he choose to do this ? Why didn't he simply
defend his novel idea of a sensaivity to observation of re-
peated expenences, abstaining from any attempt to indude
it in the framework of a well known principie of human
nature? Well, we have seen his attacks on "abstruse phi-
losophy and metaphysical jargon,"9 and a plausible explana-
tion of our philosopher's choice might be that to introduce
his new I am right in thus considenng it-
would force him to give it a new name, and any choice
could make him appear, maybe specially to his own eyes, as
"guilty of j argon"—to say the least

The least, for it could be even worst We fmd in the
Treatise two very ironical pages about ancient philosophers
Those pages should be read in their entirety, but here I re-
strict myself to the passages where he ridicules those phi-
losophes who find a "consolation amid all their disap-
pointments and afflictions" in recourse to "faculties and
occult qualities" "They need only say, that any phenome-
non, which puzzles them, anses from a faculty or an occult
quality, and there is an end of ali dispute and enquiry upon
the matter " I ° Could Hume ever become a suspect in this
game? Why not? Newton's hypotheses non fmgo is a well
known example of an attempt not to become such a sus-
pect—and fortunately for us Newton did frame several

hypotheses So dLd Hume—but he had a safer way out
of that kind of difficulty

It was safer, I submit, to pomt at something that was
already there, and to present arguments like the followmg,
about the choice of the term "custom" "By employing that
word, we pretend not to have given the ultimate reason of
such a propensity We only point out a principie of human
nature, which is universally acknowledged, and whtch is well
known by its effects" (EHU V, 1, p 43, emphasis mine) No
jargon, no danger This is the oversimplification of a com-
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plex question, and may be slightly unfair to Hume Alter-
natives are welcome Be that as it may, the "well known
principie" was not Hume's principie, not yet there is oniy
an analogy between both Our philosopher may have
thought that the true concept of custom or habit was really
the new expanded concept he proposed in the Enquiry, and
that other people sirnply were not able to see that My own
choice is to insist in the radical novelty of a human disposi-
non of serismvity to repention mdependently of time,
which has a partial analogy with the "old" disposition but
cannot be simply identified with it There is more the new
disposition works only with conjunctions, other possibilines
being obviously excluded from the cognitive field that is
thus created in the human mind

Hume did consider another possibility in the Treatise,
although he suppressed it in the Enquiry Education, he
says, is largely dependent on "custom and repention," this
being an example of "other kinds of custom," or "other
habits " This is the only example Hume there gives us of
custom or habit influencing the mmd in the absence of any
conjunctions It is the case when "a mere idea alone ( )
should frequently make its appearance in the mind," and
"must by degrees acquire a facility and force," thus distin-
guishing rtself among other ideas 11 In sum those young
people who in Hume's century were subject to the British
teaching system had ideas impnnted in their minds by fre-
quent repention, operating upon them just like those ideas
"which the sen.ses, memory or reason present to us " This is
another magnificently ironical page, where that kind of
learnmg is even compared to liars who, "by the frequent
repeti-non of their lies, come at last to remember them"
(THN, I, in, 9, p 117, cf 5, p 86), but it does present the
example of a kmd of habit other than Hume's principie of
causal reasonmg Which fortunately is more on the side of
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"traditional" haba, as force being far from the inevitabilay
of Hume's principie—otherwise, those poor British students
would be forever imprisoned in the web of lies their
schools, by insistent repetition, have built in their tender
minds

The tale aself of this section ("Of the Effects of other
Relations, and other Habits") reveals that Hume was aware
of the plurairty of "habas," that is, of the variety of chmen-
sions in that disposaion But this concept, unlike the con-
cept of consciousness, is far from being a "cluster concept,"
much less a "mongrel concept" 1 ' Hume was the one who
proposed to introduce In a a new dimension The "other-
ness" of his novel dimension is admated, if only obliquely,
in the section tale above, in spae of his official thesis that a
is part of a "well known principie" It might, of course, be
part of a vast concept of custom or habit, including the
three elements seen above, and not only the two that are
generally admitted (time and repetaion in time, not oniy
repetition) It ali depends on the convention we adopt

One might insist, agamst Hume, that the convention
concernmg the use of those terms does not include the pos-
sibilay to acquire a haba In less than one minute But
more interestmg than this, I think, is to distmguish be-
tween Hume's decision to present his principie as one more
aspect of custom, on the one hand, and on the other hand
the precise concept of that principie that is at work in his
philosophy It may be legitimate to question, or even to
regret, the first decision and at the same time to applaud
the discovery of that precise concept and of the role it piays
in Hume's epistemology

If the proposed distinction, and yes, separation of the
concept from its framework, is accepted, one may set aside
the framework and as problems and concentrate on the
discussion of the nature of Hume's principie What we have
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now is simply the concept of a chsposition, shared by hu-
mans and animais (THN I, in, 16, EHU IX), to develop ex-
pectations of future conj unctions, by a process that is trig-
gered by expenence of similar conjunction of objects or
events

Hume's principie is an instinctual disposition, with a
very strong hold on our minds, and it is one of our main
instruments of survival Says Hume in one of his most
speculative moments "Here is, then, a kind of pre-
estabhshed harmony between the course of nature and the
succession of our ideas, and though the powers and forces,
by which the former is governed, be wholly unknown to us,
yet our thoughts and conceptions have still, we find, gone
on in the same tram with the other works of nature" (EHU
V, ii, pp 54-5) Which means that our predictions tend to
come out right, in spite of their unconscious ongins in the
dark recesses of human nature, at a great distance from the
Cartesian transparency of deductive reason

From this perspective, we may begin to suspect that,
after ali, Hume's principie corresponds to nothing but the
concept of the human disposinon to make enumerative in-
ductions, on the one side extended to animais as well, on the
other side dissociated from reason, and with several other
interesting new aspects—but being at bottom nothing but
the disposition we have to derive enumeranve inductions
from repeated expenences 13 Of course, there is the famous
"Hume's problem," celebrated from Kant to Quine and
Popper, with the consequent dissociation of that "inducnve
disposition" from the territories of logic If we in turn disso-
date it from the territories of custom, at least by a meth-
odological decision, Hume's principie is gomg to stand m
isolation, as an mdependent "power" of human nature, the
"power of enumerative causal induction "
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Contrary to Bacon and Berkeley before him, and practi-
cally ali philosophers after his time, Hume never employed
the term "induction" in the "classical" sense of an "inference
from particulars" (cf Berkeley, "induction of particular?' in
his Treatise, Part I, Section 50, p 62) The term appears
twice in Hume's Treatise, and once in the second Enquiry,
only in the generat sense of "argument" or "reasoning"
(THN I, ii, 1, p 26, Appendix, p 628, EPM I, p 170)
Adam Smith, one of Hume's dosest fnends, returned to the
old use of the term, at the same time that he assigned in-
duction to reason—thus completely discarding his friend's
most notorious theory "The general maxims of moralay
are formed, like ali other general maxims, from expenence
and induction We observe in a great variety of particular
cases what pleases or displeases our moral faculnes, what
these approve or disapprove of, and, by induction from this
expenence, we establi-s-h those general rules But induction
is always regarded as one of the operations of reason "14

I for one feel perfectly comfortable with the isolation of
Hume's princple, but the philosopher himself might have
felt uneasy about it Hume again ndicules occult qualities,
in similar terms to those we have seen in the Treatise, when
Philo, his hero in the Dialogues, says to his adversary "It
was usual with the Penpatetics, you know, Cleanthes, when
the cause of any phenomenon was demanded, to have re-
course to their faculties or occult qualities, and to say, for
instance, that bread nounshed by as nutntive faculty, and
senna purged by its purgative " 1 ' This being only "the dis-
guise of ignorance," Hume himself would naturally fear any
possible suspicion that he was guilty of such pnmansm
Explanation by a nutntive faculty, or a purganve faculty,
no worst than would be the case of explanation of enu-
merative induction by an inductive faculty
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Nowadays, the notion of a brain mechanism specialised
in conversion of the input resulting from observation of
repeated conjunctions into an output consisting m predic-
tions of future, similar conjunctions, is probably as natural
a posa as many others, with no special eprstemological diffi-
culties Of course, such a posa cannot amount to a satisfac-
tory explananon of why we make predictions based on such
flimsy evidence, but at least in pnnciple we may feel that
the explanation should be seeked in that direction—not in
logic (deductive reason) or in folk psychology (custom or
habit)

There is in Hume no destructive crincism of enumerative
induction, neither does our philosopher rest contented with
it, as a source of inductive Information about the natural
world, as well as man's behaviour, pnvate or social Causal
inference may also dispense with repeated experience as rts
starting point and simply begin with "single expenments,"
when circumstances are favourable I have discussed thIs
subject elsewhere,' but the reality of that kind of "secon-
dary induction" is entirely explica in Hume's works In
these, mferences from single expenments become possible
"after removal of ali foreign and superfluous arcum-
stances »17

One viable mterpretation of this and other rather cryptic
Humean expressions could be the followmg At least one of
the epistemic situations where inductions from single ex-
penments become viable involves conjunctions of pairs of
events "in" a class of objects For example if, In the class of
metais, changes of temperature (first event) are regularly
followed by changes of state (second event), this regulanty
itself may be learned by "induction"—a slightly more "ab-
stract" kmd of induction, perhaps—and serve as a startmg
pomt for new predictions When a new member of that
class (say, quicksilver) is submitted to a change of tempera-
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ture and this change is followed by a change of state (e g,
quicksilver freezmg at minus 60 Ceisius), one experiment of
this conjunction of events is enough to afim for an induc-
tive conclusion Hume never gave any clear example of this
kind of inference ' 8 Thomas Reid was the first to present
such an example—precisely the example of freezing quick-
silver

That inductions from single instances, and not only
simple inductions by enumeration, also derive from Hume's
principie, is perhaps the most original aspect of his philoso-
phy of knowledge After ali, everybody aiready knew, long
before Hume, that induction by simple enumeration derives
from repetaion of conjunctions—but nobody knew that ali
causal beliefs directly originated In observation of only one
conjunction of phenomena also derive, in the last analysis,
from repeated experience It was common knowledge that
some inferences arise from repetition, and the real news
brought by Hume to mankind was that, at bottom, ali
causal inferences derive from a And if we minimize the
importance of the analogy between Hume's principie of
repetition and custom or haba properly so called, as is sug-
gested in this paper, that aspect may appear as the only
really original mark of that principie As we shall presently
see, this may contribute to enhance as importance in the
framework of a general theory of rationalay

I hope that an account of this kind of mference, in terms
of "abstract" inductions about regularities, mstead of con-
crete events, may expiam how Humean, or Reidean, infer-
ences on single experiments become possible But on any
account a seems to me that Hume's announcement of the
possibility of this type of inference allows for a new argu-
ment for the advantages of an isolated treatment of his own
Principie For this aspect of causal mference clearly has
nothmg to do with custom or haba of any kmd, among
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those lancis, or "other habits," that were comprised In the
concept of baba before Hume, as well as in present days It
may look sensible to say that someone is "accustomed" to,
say, snow feeling cold—but saymg that someone is "accus-
tomed" to the regularity with which metais change state
when subject to changes of temperature should be, I think,
immediately recogrused as preposterous The operation is
too obviously "intellectual" to allow for such "psychologis-
mg " Of course, in the case of "concrete" mductions the
linguistic use above only looks sensible, In my view, it would
also be a serious distorsion of the problem of mduction and
of Hume's epistemology

Hume's principie is a special principie, and a key to any
understandmg of Hume's epistemology as a philosophy of
rationality lhe latter word was not in use in the time of our
philosopher—although, of course, "reasonableness" was, as
well as the adjective "rational"—so that rationality was not
discussed under this name But Hume never said or even
suggested that causal mference, as he always called what
others prefered to call "induction," was not rational, or was
unreasonable in any sense he only demonstrated, in the
strongest sense of this term, that it would be illogical to
derive this kmd of mference from classical or deductive rea-
son And there even is at least one passage strongly sugges-
tive that Hume never even dreamed that any authentic
causal inference could be anythmg but reasonable When he
argues In the Enquiry that someone with no previous expe-
rience could never infer a causal relation from a single ex-
periment (for once, not under this name), he adds the foi-
lowing "Nor is it reasonable to condude, merely because
one event, in one mstance, precedes another, that therefore
the one is the cause, the other the effect" ( ) There may be
no reason to mfer the existence of one from the appearance
of the other" (EHU V, 1, p 42, both emphases mine) The
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inescapable conclusion about Hume's meaning and inten-
non here seems to me to be that, when one event repeat-
edly precedes another, this is a good rectson to conclude that
it is its cause, if nothing can be argued against that, and
that In this case it is the only reasonable conclusion we can
draw

But in what sense may observed repeated conjunctions
be good reasons ? This is a case where "good" cannot qualify
reasons as a synonym of "valid," in any logical or deductive
sense What other senses are there? These other senses
could hardly be "psychological," because then they would
not be properly good reasons lhe Popperian interpretation
of Hume consists precisely in concluding that, if custom or
habit is the cause of our mferences, then Hume's problem is
just a "psychological" problem, and there is no true solution
because the answer cannot give us any kind of reasons But
a repeated conjunction of two phenomena may be consid-
ered a good reason to reject the hypothesis that their con-
comitance, in the observed cases and in general, is entirely
due to chance

Neither Hume nor any of his contemporanes had a real
theory concerning hypotheses or conjectures, 19 and on the
other hand Hume has the official posinon that "what the
vulgar call chance is nothing but a secret and concealed
cause" (THN I, iii, 12, p 130, cf EHU VI, p 56) There
hardly was in his philosophy any place for theones about
hypotheses and chance, or about chance hypotheses But it
should never be forgotten that his principie was, eminently
enough, a principie of survival, and that if mankmd has
survived it has been because, like others species, we have a
mental capacity to distinguish between those conjunctions
of phenomena that are casual and irrelevant and those that
are causal, some of them being of vital importance Hume
never followed this kind of path, but this would have been
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a possible way of arguing that a repeated conjuncnon is a
good reason, as a good reason to reject or elimmate the
hypothesis that the conjunction in question is merely due
to chance And he does say that a is not reasonable to
jump alto condusions from any solitary conjunction be-
cause it "may be arbitrary and casual" (EHU V, 1, p 42)
Which means that the conjunction might be a chance
event, and =pites that repention reveals that tt probably is
not

We are at ali moments expenencmg conjunctions of
phenomena of ali kinds, and most of them are chance
conjunctions a simply "happens" that a dog barks in the
distance while I enter a door, or that I hear a thunder at
the same time as I dose that door, to speak only of con-
junctions between acnons and sounds But there are mil-
bons of others, ali the time, almost all of them completely
unconnected between them, and only a few represent
causal connections of some kmd Hume's theory is that we
can only dtscover these through observation of repeated
conjunctions between those connected phenomena, that we
only learn that they are connected through their frequent
or constant conjunctions, and his great principie is a sensi-
tivity to those conjunctions He would perhaps have agreed
that, if ali conjunctions produced expectations in us, we
would be submerged in a chaotic mental world, and that if
none did we would be killed by the first lethal conjunction
In our path Hume's principie, distinguishing some of them
but only those that sufficiently repeat themselves, is sau-
ated in a convenient middle ground, as an mstrument of
survival

Hume's principie is, I think, a clear principie of rational-
ity Besides "deductive" rationalay, exempiffied in his own
time by the mathematical sciences, but in which he would
not hesaate to indude contemporary formal logtc, a form of
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rationality he found in the domam of pure "relations of
ideas"—besides this, there was a different form of rational-
ity, to be found in the discovery of regulannes in the natu-
ral world When in the Enquiry he proposes to discover "the
nature of that evidence which assures us of any real exis-
tence and matter of fact," beyond the senses and memory
(EHU IV, 1, p 26), he is makmg the announcement of his
search for a new source of rationahty, to replace the old
source others imagmed they owned by being in possession
of classical reason This was a demonstrably impossible
dream I am not sure that the Humean dream is demon-
strably possible—but that it might be is, I beheve, what
contemporary epistemology has been trymg to estabhsh
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